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Abstract

To investigate the evolution of the supply side of the labor market, I derive a methodology to measure an important component of the human capital level of the workforce, the experience of the labor market. Based on the perpetual inventory method, a stock of experience is estimated for eight OECD countries. It appears that, during the last three decades, the OECD labor markets have faced a decline in the supply of experience by the labor market participants, with a minimum in the early 1980s for most countries and a recovery in the 1990s. Some implications regarding relative wages, relative unemployment and schooling are discussed. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction of the paper

For labor economists, the demand and supply of human capital are key concepts which in aggregate have an important impact on the equilibrium in the labor market. Human capital of individuals is usually thought of as having two main components, education and experience of the labor market. Both are found to raise wages in Mincer-types wage equations: Each year of schooling
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raises earnings by several percents while a proxy for experience, generally age or age minus education, captures almost as much variance as the level of education. For instance, the 20 first years of experience are associated with an average yearly increase in hourly wages by about 3% for American workers. The necessity to resort to using proxies in these regressions is unfortunately due to limitations of surveys where the history of individuals is usually not known. Can we improve our understanding of the aggregate labor markets by better measuring the latter component of human capital?

The objective of this paper is to provide a methodology to measure the levels and evolution of aggregate measures of human capital accumulated through labor market experience across different countries. An indicator of ‘experience supply’ is built using macroeconomic data on labor market participation. This indicator measures the aggregate experience of the labor market. The idea is simple: I apply a routine inspired from perpetual inventory method usually devoted to the estimation of stocks of physical capital using flows of investments. In this paper, experience of the labor market is similarly seen as a stock of past history of labor market participation. This method is applied to eight OECD countries over the past decades.

The evolution of the experience of the labor market is a priori the sum of several labor supply changes. The first and most important is probably the baby-boom. Age pyramids (not reported here, available in a technical appendix available on request) in the US show a very distinctive peak in the size of the cohorts due to the abnormally large fertility in the 1950s. This peak has the shape of a triangle that has a translated over time: The first wave of this peak entered the labor market in the early 1970s, had a maximum intensity in the mid 1970s, and then declined. The population of these large cohorts then became older over time which will affect the age composition of the labor force. Equivalent graphs for different countries in Europe, notably France, Germany, Spain and Sweden exhibit the same imbalance across generations, particularly marked in the case of Spain where the share of youngsters is very large. However, the age composition of the population in Europe changed differently from the US: First, these changes had a different timing, since the baby-boomers arrived later at the working age, around 1980; second, they were less concentrated in time. In all countries, these variations in the age structure coincide in time with other important changes: There have been both a slight decline in male participation (the ratio of the active population to the working-age population), and a large increase in female participation, in all OECD countries.

---

1 Source: Author's calculation from the CPS, details in Wasmer (1999).
2 For instance, on the age pyramid of France, one can observe a rectangle due to identical size of the cohorts of the baby-boom during ten years, the impact of which is thus smoothed in time.
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